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Cholesteric cellular patterns with electric-field-controlled line tension

O. D. Lavrentovich and D.-K. Yang
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~Received 3 November 1997!

A field-induced instability of wall defects, commonly called oily streaks, is observed in cholesteric liquid
crystals. The electric field favors reorientation of cholesteric layers and drives the line tension of the oily
streaks negative. Defects with negative line tension elongate, preserving their width. The electrically controlled
line tension is a nonmonotonic function of the width; streaks that are too narrow or too wide remain straight.
The phenomenon is explained within a coarse-grain model that accounts for the surface anchoring.
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Soap froths, metallurgical, magnetic, and ceramic gr
structures belong to a wide variety of random cellular str
tures whose patterns comprise edges that join vertices
surround faces@1#. These configurations are controlled b
topological constraints and energy equilibrium of line~or
surface! tensions. We describe a cellular pattern in which
line tension of edges is controlled by an applied elec
field; the edges buckle and elongate when the field drives
line tension negative.

The experiments use cholesteric slabs bounded by g
plates with transparent electrodes. The cell thicknessh is
fixed in the range 5–25mm by fiber spacers. The electrode
are coated with a polyimide layer to align the molecules
the plane of the plates. The effects described below dep
very little on the type of in-plane anchoring~degenerate or
uniaxial!. We consider the case of degenerate ancho
~nonrubbed polyimide!. When the field is absent (E50) the
slabs show a typical ‘‘planar’’ texture with uniform domain
divided by oily streaks@Fig. 1~a!#. The oily streaks, known
for more than a century@2#, have the following features
@3,4#.

Within the uniform domains, the directorn rotates in heli-
coidal fashion around an axism, with a pitchP. Sincen~r !
is periodic, one can define cholesteric ‘‘layers’’ parallel
the cell plates. Oily streaks are metastable defects provo
by inhomogeneities such as spacers. Inside the streak
layers are bent as semicylinders and remain equidistant
erywhere except the central wall. The bent layers form a p
of p disclinations separated by a distance 2a ~Fig. 2!. In-
spection with a polarizing microscope confirms that the op
axis ~the axism in short-pitch materials! is normal to the
streaks.

The cholesteric mixture is composed of two nematic m
terials EK1366718 and ZLI4330~weight ratio 2:1! doped
with chiral additives R811 and R1011 mixed at weight ra
3:1. The weight concentration of the chiral dopant is betwe
5 and 15% ~to changeP between 1 and 0.3mm!. The di-
electric anisotropy«a calculated as the difference in perm
tivity for Eim andE'm, is related to« i measured alongn
and «' measured normally ton as «a52«'(«'2« i)/(«'

1« i) @5#. Experimentally determined« i59 and«'56 yield
«a522.4 for a mixture withP50.48mm. Here and hence
forth the numbers refer to the field frequencyv̄5500 Hz.
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When «a,0, the vertical fieldE tends to reorient the
layers vertically. Within the uniform domains, it caus
Helfrich-Hurault undulation of layers with a threshold vol
age UHH that depends onh; UHH;Ah @5#. For a mixture
with P50.48mm, we measuredUHH512 V for h55 mm;
UHH517.5 V ath510mm; UHH520.3 V ath515mm, and
UHH526.3 V at h525mm. However, before undulation
develop, one observes an instability of oily streaks~Fig. 1!.

Field-controlled behavior of the oily streaks depends
their width. To distinguish basic scenarios, streaks in F
1~a! are marked as #1~narrow streaks; 2a,h!, #2 ~interme-
diate streaks; 2a'h!, and #3~wide streaks, 2a.h!. At U
50 V, a positive line tension keeps the streaks straight.
U slowly increases to some thresholdU th518 V, the #2
streaks start to elongate, preserving the width@Fig. 1~b!#.
The #1 and #3 streaks that are narrower or wider than
remain straight. If the ends of the #2 streak are pinned
spacers, then the streak extends by buckling. If the ends
not pinned, the #2 streak is pulled toward a #1 streak tha
narrower. AtU.U th , the wide #3 streaks and some of th
#1 streaks buckle as well@Fig. 1~c!#; however, the thinnes
#1 streaks remain straight even aboveUHH . Sometimes, a #1
streak is made wider by new curved layers propagating al
its axis; when this happens, the streak buckles.

In the material we used,«a becomes positive abovev̄
'10 kHz. The buckling instability occurs at all frequenci
below 10 kHz. Atv̄'10 kHz, «a50, no static instability is
observed. Atv̄.10 kHz, the field stabilizes the planar tex
ture; the streaks become thinner and disappear. Thus the
effect is predominantly dielectric~rather than, e.g., flexoelec
tric @5,6#!. When«a,0, elongation of a streak substitutes a
unfavorable statemiE outside the streak with a favorabl
tilted m inside the streak~Fig. 2!. Nevertheless, the intuitive
picture of dielectric response fails to describe the pheno
enon even roughly; for example, the cause of different
havior of narrow and wide streaks remains unclear. In
model below the feature is explained if the standard diel
tric and elastic terms are accompanied by the polar~‘‘out-of-
plane’’! surface anchoring.

We start with the Lubensky–de Gennes coarse-gr
theory @6# of a short-pitch cholesteric phase; in the expe
ment,P!h. The bulk free-energy density reads@6,7#

f n5 3
16 K~divm!21 1

2 Kq2d22 1
2 «0«aE2 cos2 u, ~1!
R6269 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Polarizing-microscope textures of oily streaks in a cholesteric sample~P50.48mm, h515mm, «a522.4! under applied voltageU
50 V ~a!; 18.1 V ~b!; and 18.3 V~c!. Oily streaks of different widths are marked #1~width: 2 – 8mm!; #2 (12– 18mm), and #3~25 mm!. The electric field
is normal to the plane of the photographs.
ing
y for
a

whereK is the bend elastic constant;Kq2 is the compress-
ibility modulus related to the changed5P/P021 in the lay-
ers’ thickness;q52p/P; «0 is the permittivity of vacuum;u
is the angle betweenm and the normal to the plateskiE. The
dielectric term in Eq.~1! is the cause of the instability; asE
increases, it becomes preferable to increaseu. The increase
of u is opposed by the elastic penalties@the first two terms in
Eq. ~1!# and by anchoring at the plates. So far, the anchor
properties of the cholesteric phase have been studied onl
the free surface@8,9#. The consideration below refers to
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coarse-grain model and is thus similar to the models of ‘‘
trinsic’’ anchoring in the smectic-A phase@6,10,11#.

At the surface,u changes fromu50 to u5arctan(2a/h).
Tilted layers can match the tangential boundary conditi
only if the helix is distorted, either continuously or throug
disclinations@8,9#. The anchoring energy is determined b
the number sinuuu/P of layers crossing a horizontal plane, an
by the energy;K of each distorted zone or disclination:

f s5w sinuuuuz50,h , ~2!

wherew5aKq is the anchoring coefficient anda;1 is a
number defined by the geometry of distortions. Equation~2!
is valid for small u @6,10#. However, the amplitude of the
potential~2!, w;aKq, is expected to be of the same ord
even whenu is large. Since we are interested in quantit
integrated overu, the particular choice of the angular depe
dencef s(u) does not matter much; in fact, the model pr
dicts qualitatively the same results with a potent
f s5w sin2 u. In what follows, by integrating Eqs.~1! and~2!
over the cross section of the oily streak, we calculate
relevant contributions to the line tension.

~i! The dielectric energy gainFdiel /K:

Fdiel

K
52

1

jE
2 Fj2~11j2!arctanj1

p

2
j2G , ~3!

wherejE5(2/Eh)A(K/«0u«au) is the dimensionless dielec
tric length andj52a/h is the dimensionless width of th
streak.

~ii ! The elastic energy of layer curvature:

Fel

K
5

3

4 Fp2 ln
jh

2r c
2arctanj ln j1LS p

2
2arctanj D

1L~arctanj!G , ~4!

wherer c is the core radius of thep disclinations andL(x)
52*0

x ln cost dt is the Lobachevski function@12#. The bend
energy ~4! should be supplemented by the core energy
linear and wall defects. The core energy of two disclinatio
scales asK per unit length; this small and constant correcti
is usually taken into account by a choice ofr c in Eq. ~4!
@4,6#. The energy~per unit area! of the wall can be estimated
following Ref. @4#, as f w5(3K/4P)g(u), where g(u) is
some nonmonotonic function with a minimag(u)50 at u
50,p/2 and maximum of the order of unity atu5p/4. We
takeg(u)5sin 2u, which yields for the wall energy

FIG. 2. Vertical cross section of three oily streaks of width 2a,h ~#1!,
2a'h ~#2!, and 2a.h ~#3!.
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Fwall/K 5~3j/4p! ln~11j22!; ~5!

p5P/h is the renormalized pitch.
~iii ! The surface anchoring penalty:

Fanch/K 5~2/js! ~Aj21121!, ~6!

wherejs5K/hw is the dimensionless anchoring extrapo
tion length.

Figure 3 shows how the total line tensionF5Fdiel 1Fel
1Fanch1Fwall @Eqs. ~3!–~6!# depends on the streak’s widt
2a and the voltageU. The parameters are the same as th
in the experiment illustrated in Fig. 1:h515mm, P5r c
50.48mm, K57310212N, «a522.4. The only adjustable
number isa51.4 ~which gives a reasonablew;1024 J/m2!.
As an independent test, we used the values above to calc
the Helfrich-Hurault thresholdUHH

2 52A6p2hK/«0u«auP
and compared it to the experimentalUHH . The two sets of
UHH differ by less than 10%.

Figure 3 gives a clear explanation of the observed p
nomena. When the field is small,F(2a) monotonically in-
creases; the uniform defect-free state 2a50 is at equilib-
rium. AsU increases,F(2a) becomes nonmonotonic; a loca
minimum appears at 2aÞ0 ~see curveU517.5 V!. This
minimum is separated from the defect-free state by an ene
barrier. At the thresholdU th'18.0 V, the local minimum at
2athÞ0 becomes an absolute minimum. The line tension
the oily streak of width 2ath turns negative. This streak ca
increase its length but there is no reason to increase
width; any 2a.2ath has a higher tensionF. The feature is
caused by the anchoring term and disappears whenw50. At
higher voltages,U.18.0 V, the minimum gets deepe
streaks that are somehow wider or narrower than 2ath ac-
quire a negative tension too. However, the thinnest stre
retain their positive tension.

The in-plane buckling causes an additional energy pen
to fold the streak in the plane of the sample. This elas
energy is;K ln@R2/(R22a2)#; hereR is the radius of curva-
ture of the central wall. TakingR52a, one finds that the
correction is small,;0.3 K;10212N.

The energy barrier in the dependenciesF(2a,U) reminds
us of the classical picture of nucleation during a first-ord

FIG. 3. Line tensionF of the oily streak as a function of its width 2a
and the applied voltageU as calculated from Eqs.~3!–~6!. The vertical lines
illustrate the behavior of narrow~#1!, intermediate~#2!, and wide~#3! oily
streaks.
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phase transition. An important difference brought about
anchoring,wÞ0, is that the order parameterj52a/h, cor-
responding to the minimum ofF, remains fixed at givenU
.U th . As shown below, specific nonmonotonic behavior
F(j) is caused by general trends in scaling withj rather than
by a particular set of parameters in Fig. 3.

For j!1 ~narrow #1 streaks!, expansion ofF(j) leads to

F

K
5

3p

8
ln

jh

r c
1

3

2p
j lnS 1

j D1S 1

js
2

p

2jE
2 D j21O~j3!.

~7!

The first two elastic terms are positive and give rise to
energy barrier; the field termpj2/2jE

2 and anchoring term
j2/js are much smaller, sincej!1. In contrast, whenj@1
~wide #3 streaks!, electric and anchoring terms scale asj and
dominate, while the elastic terms become of little impo
tance:

F

K
52S 1

js
2

1

jE
2 D j1S p

2jE
22

2

js
1

3

2
p ln

h

r c
D 1OS 1

j D .

~8!

As a result, in the intermediate regionj th;1 the dielectric
term is capable of outbalancing both the anchoring and e
tic energies to drive the line tension negative. Atj.j th the
anchoring penalty becomes larger than the dielectric gai

Both experiment and numerical analysis of functio
F(j,U) suggest that the threshold voltage increases with
and decreases withP, approximately asU th

2 ;h/P ~Fig. 4!.
To get better insight into this result, we expandF(j) in the
vicinity of j51, F5A01A1(j21)1¯ and estimateU th

2

from the conditionA050:

~«0«a/4! U th
2 12wh~&21!1~3Kh/4P! ln 250 ~9!

@we drop the bend term which isp21 ln p21 times smaller
than the wall energy 3Kh ln 2/(4P)#. Thus U th

2 ;h/P if
there is an intrinsic pitch-dependent anchoringw;Kq that
increases when the ‘‘layer thickness’’P decreases; the wa
energy alone does not allow a fit to the slope of the exp
mental dependenciesU th

2 /h vs 1/P in Fig. 4. Usually, field
effects in cholesteric cells are described without a spec
anchoring term, with the assumption that eitherw→`
~Helfrich-Hurault undulations@5,6#, buckling of Cano dislo-
ity
y

f

e

-
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cations in a magnetic field@6,13,14#! or w50 ~field-induced
unwinding of a cholesteric helix@6#!. On the other hand,
there are effects of current interest, such as electrical swit
ing of polymer-stabilized cholesteric displays@15# or diffrac-
tion gratings@16# where the issue of anchoring must be ad
dressed. Equation~9! predicts also thatU th can be smaller
than UHH ; with w5aKq and a51.4, one finds that
U th

2 /UHH
2 '0.7, in agreement with experiment.

Buckling instabilities of domain walls have been observe
in other systems such as magnetic films@17# and monolayers
@18#. In these media, the walls are of equal width and on
cannot control the line tension selectively. Thus the chole
teric system can be used to study the dynamics of cellu
networks by controlling the net force at the vertices whe
different streaks meet. Elimination of oily streaks by fiel
when «a.0 is another interesting subject to study, since
results in a defect-free planar state. Further work is requir
to describe the director configurations in the bulk and at t
surface. The coarse-grain model neglects director distortio
within the curved layers. However, these distortions becom
important when one addresses questions about the shap
buckling streaks, the interaction of closely located streaks,
the relation between ‘‘intrinsic anchoring’’w;Kq and nor-
mal anchoring of the director at the cholesteric interface.

This work was supported by the NSF under ALCOM
Grant No. DMR89-20147 and BMDO/AFOSR Grant No
F49620-96-1-0449.

FIG. 4. Experimental and theoretical~dashed line! dependenciesU th
2 /h

vs 1/P.
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